January 11, 2016

Class Instructors, Mezzanine Classes, Walmart Demonstration Project (and Beyond)

God wants everyone involved in Earth Recovery and He has a detailed plan for everyone in every realm.

To reach the best possible realm, dowse every class on Page 1 and 2 asking if you should become a paid instructor ($5,000 per class). In most cases, the maximum number of classes per person is 12. Twenty percent of the instructors will teach on-going classes.

Large, special events are held in large venues such as convention centers. Celebrities will need to dowse but will most likely have a pre-prepared presentation from guest appearances. Celebrities should dowse and ask if their pre-prepared content is ok. Dowse additions or changes if required (dowse every page, or slide).

If you get a “Yes” for any of the classes, dowse details such as location, month(s) and total number of times you need to teach the class (if you teach more than once, dowse details about a housing co-op).

Begin preparation immediately (development of class materials takes at least 3 months). Contact the training manager when class preparation is complete.

Note: When you teach, you become an expert due to the research and preparation that is required.

Dowse As You Develop Your Class
I dowse every paragraph of every page I write. When I get a “No,” I make editing changes until I get a “Yes.” To determine if your content is complete, dowse a percentage. To dowse this type of a question, state: “If revolutions of my hand equal 10%, how complete is the content at this point? (your class will be complete when you reach 100%).

Yahoo e-groups are a valuable resource for brainstorming ideas.

New Technology, Page 3
Twelve percent of the instructors will be involved in the roll-out of new technology classes. Dowse these topics and ask if you’re in this group. Notify training managers in each store and explain which new technology topics dowsed a “Yes” (training managers will need to keep a record of new technology instructors’ names and contact information for training purposes).